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Abstract. Many studies are stressing the crucial importance of the mechanical component in angiogenesis, but still, very few models really integrate mechanics. In this paper, we propose to investigate the importance of mechanical cues for cell migration in the context of angiogenesis. We propose a hybrid continuous-discrete model that describes the individual migration of contracting cells on an elastic matrix of fibres. The matrix is described as a continuum whereas the cells are described as discrete elements. We also take into account the degradation of the matrix by proteases. The Young’s modulus characterizing the matrix rigidity depends on the local and time-dependent density of matrix fibres. Our results show that acting on the mechanics, specifically on the cell traction force intensity and on the matrix rigidity, can significantly alter cell migration and angiogenesis. First, there is a limited range of traction force intensities for which a vascular network can be obtained. Second, the matrix rigidity plays a role, but only in a very specific range, compatible with the underlying biological process. Alteration of the matrix due to cell degradation appears too small to induce significant changes in cell migration trajectories.
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1. Introduction

Vascular development has been extensively studied both in vitro and in silico for many years. It is relatively simple to seed endothelial cells on a biogel and observe their spontaneous organization into a network of tubes of varying length depending on factors such as the biogel rigidity [38]. This provides a challenging problem for theoretical investigation, motivated by the fact that the formation of blood vessels is crucial to provide and maintain the adequate flux of resources and waste drainage to sustain the viability of the tissues and normal functioning of the organs.

Two mechanisms of vascular development can be distinguished, vasculogenesis and angiogenesis. Vasculogenesis concerns the differentiation of progenitor cells, the angioblasts, that interact with the surrounding extracellular matrix (ECM) to form new blood vessels. This process mainly occurs in the
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developing embryo. Angiogenesis, in the other hand, is the formation of new vessels from existing ones through sprouting, branching and anastomosis. The sprouting and branching processes are promoted by growth factors diffusing in the tissue. This explains why theoretical models of angiogenesis, and more specifically tumour-induced angiogenesis, were for many years almost exclusively based on the integration of biochemical cues [2, 8, 31]. At the opposite, vasculogenesis models, where the cell-matrix interaction dominates over the involvement of growth factors, were mainly focused on the integration of mechanical aspects [23, 26, 27]. Those models describe the extracellular matrix as a viscoelastic medium deformed by the contraction force of endothelial cells. The matrix deformations are the cues that drive the organisation of the cells forming the resulting vascular network. A thorough review of the mathematical models for these two processes can be found in [35].

It soon became clear that taking into account cell-matrix interactions in tumour-induced angiogenesis model was crucial to fully address the understanding of this complex process. The cell-matrix interaction is usually minimally taken into account by considering haptotaxis, which is the migration of the cells along gradients of matrix proteins. The gradients appear when cells degrade the matrix. Almost all models now integrate cell-matrix interaction, beyond haptotaxis, in one way or another. This is done, either by looking at the impact of the local topology (fibre orientation) and composition of the ECM using heterogeneous (in density) or anisotropic (in orientation) matrices [1, 12, 25], or by considering mechanical aspects such as matrix stiffness [33] or cell traction [11, 41].

The increase of information on angiogenesis acquired from more and more sophisticated experiments and imaging techniques has promoted and stimulated the development of many new computational hybrid approaches in order to integrate those heterogeneous and multiscale information. For example hybrid models allows one to switch from an explicit description of the matrix fibres to a field description at a higher scale which retains the main characteristics of density and orientation [25]. Cell-centred computational models, based on cellular Potts models, were proposed to investigate the importance of cell elongation in in vitro vasculogenesis [24], to provide a better description of the sprouting and branching processes at the cell scale [10], to account for cell competition for space inducing resistance on migration and proliferation [3], to integrate biochemical events and intracellular signalization [34] to get insights into blocking therapies. The formation of functional blood vessels, corresponding to the explicit description of the blood vessels heterogeneous geometries could also be modelled with a hybrid approach based on a convected element method [30]. Edgar et al. [12] used a hybrid model to account for the branching and elongation processes observed from in vitro angiogenesis experiments. Das et al. [8] proposed a hybrid stochastic-deterministic model that integrates cell state changes from proliferating to apoptotic and intracellular reactions to account for 3D experimental sprout morphologies. Spill et al. [37] proposed a model with a mesoscopic level of description that allows to evaluate the deterministic limit corresponding to stochastic events of proliferation and cell movements. This gives a mean to compare different models and to identify the most pertinent mode of description stochastic-discrete or deterministic-continuous.

Although many studies have stressed the importance of the mechanical component [12, 20, 32], still very few models, even among the most recent hybrid ones, takes it explicitly into account. In this paper, we propose to investigate the importance of mechanical cues associated to the molecular cues involved in angiogenesis, focusing specifically on tumour-induced angiogenesis. We note that this was reciprocally done for vasculogenesis, with the incorporation of chemotaxis in a mechanical model [40]. Specifically, we propose a hybrid continuous-discrete model that describes the individual migration of contracting cells on an elastic matrix of fibres. Our model is primarily inspired from [16], where the authors proposed a continuous model of tumour angiogenesis incorporating for the first time cellular traction and viscoelastic effects. This model was then further developed in [4]. Our new model proposes substantial differences with regard to these two models. First, cells and ECM are not considered as a contractile viscoelastic continuum. Instead, we consider a homogeneous
density of fibres conveying an elastic property to the matrix, where individual cells apply local traction forces. The matrix is therefore described as a continuum but the cells are described as discrete elements. Second, matrix degradation and remodelling are known to be important factors in vascular morphogenesis [9], so we also take into account the degradation of the matrix by proteases. This means that the Young’s modulus characterizing the ECM, depends on the local and time-dependent fibre density.

The paper is organized as follows; we first present the computational model detailing the integration of the molecular and the mechanical components. We intentionally separated the continuous formulation of the model from the discrete one, since the discrete part essentially concerns technical calculations. The continuous part thus presents in full the biology and biomechanics of the model. We then present simulation results with two parts. In the first part, we simulate angiogenesis for a range of cell traction force intensities. In the second part, we investigate more closely the contribution of the different mechanical parameters, specifically the impact of the matrix rigidity on the characteristics of cell migration. Finally we discuss the limitations of the model and propose some new directions that would need to be explored.

2. The computational model

2.1. Cell migration

Tumour angiogenesis is usually modelled on the basis of three terms: a diffusion term to account for the random component of the displacement of endothelial cells, a chemotactic term to account for the influence of growth factors that are mainly responsible for leading vessels growth towards the tumour source and a haptotactic term to account for the cell responsiveness to the density of matrix fibres [2]. In such a model the cell-matrix interaction only relies on this last term.

In our model, we keep these three terms and further assume that the random cell displacement (i.e. diffusion) is biased by some strains generated by the cell traction on the matrix fibres. We assume that only cells located at the tip of the sprouts exert traction forces on the matrix fibres [13, 15]. The diffusion coefficient, instead of being a constant, is a two-dimensional tensor $D(\varepsilon)$ which reflects its dependency with the local strain tensor $\varepsilon = \frac{1}{2}(\nabla u + \nabla u^T)$, where $u$ is the displacement vector of the matrix fibres. Specifically, the matrix compression in one direction and its expansion in the perpendicular direction are assumed to modify the matrix fibres alignment and then to influence the direction and velocity of the cells displacements. We use the diffusion tensor initially proposed by [26] and extensively used to describe in vitro angiogenesis [16, 23, 27]. It is given by:

$$D(\varepsilon) = D_0 \begin{pmatrix} 2 + \varepsilon_{xx} - \varepsilon_{yy} & \varepsilon_{xy} + \varepsilon_{yx} \\ \varepsilon_{xy} + \varepsilon_{yx} & 2 - \varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{yy} \end{pmatrix}$$

(2.1)

where $\varepsilon_{xx}$, $\varepsilon_{yy}$, $\varepsilon_{xy}$, $\varepsilon_{yx}$ are the components of the strain tensor expressed in two dimensions and $D_0$ is the diffusion coefficient accounting for the random migration of the cells in the absence of strain (multiplied by 2).

The continuous equation expressing the combined strain-biased, chemotactic and haptotactic migration of the endothelial cells, with density $n(x, y, t)$, in the simulation domain is thus given by:

$$\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = \nabla \cdot \left[ \nabla \cdot (D(\varepsilon)n) \right] - \nabla \cdot (\chi(c)n\nabla c) - \rho \nabla \cdot (n\nabla f)$$

(2.2)

where $c(x, y, t)$ and $f(x, y, t)$ represent the concentrations of growth factors and matrix fibres respectively. The function $\chi(c) = \frac{1}{1 + \alpha c}$ describes the cells loss of sensitivity (tuned with the parameters $\chi$ and $\alpha$) as
the growth factors concentration increases and $\rho$ is a parameter describing the cell sensitivity to the matrix fibres which is assumed to be constant. These terms are kept as they were defined in [39].

2.2. Molecular component

The molecular actors involved in angiogenesis are extremely numerous [29]. However we can describe the main features of this complex process by only taking into account three types of proteins: the growth factors $(c)$ which stimulate endothelial cells migration and proliferation; the matrix fibres $(f)$ for which the cells are very sensitive to the density; the matrix degrading enzymes $(m)$ produced by the cells in order to be able migrate through the fibres. For each of these three families of proteins, there exist many different types that is why we are not more specific about them. Governing equations for these proteins are:

\[
\text{Growth Factors}\quad \frac{\partial c}{\partial t} = -\eta n_{i,j} c + D_c \nabla^2 c \quad (2.3)
\]

\[
\text{Matrix fibres}\quad \frac{\partial f}{\partial t} = -\gamma m f \quad (2.4)
\]

\[
\text{Degrading enzymes}\quad \frac{\partial m}{\partial t} = \beta n_{i,j} - \delta m + D_m \nabla^2 m \quad (2.5)
\]

The parameters $\eta$, $\beta$, $\gamma$, $\delta$, $D_c$, $D_m$, designates respectively the consumption rate of growth factors and the production rate of matrix degrading enzymes by the cells, the degradation rate of matrix fibres by the enzymes, the enzyme decay rate and diffusion coefficients of the growth factors and enzymes. $n_{i,j}$ designates the discrete endothelial cells. This notation is used to indicate that this term does not designate a density of endothelial cells but individual cells that we locate on the $(i,j)$ simulation grid. We therefore assume that the this single cell stands for the tip cell of the sprout. We also implicitly assume that stalk cells, located behind the tip cell, proliferate to allow the vessel to grow. All details on the continuous to discrete transition can be found in [2].

2.3. Mechanical component

2.3.1. Cell traction force

The cells exert traction forces on the matrix as they migrate. To move forward, cells attach to the matrix fibres through specific transmembrane proteins such as integrins. These integrins transmit to the matrix the forces generated by the contraction of the intracellular actomyosin fibres, thus pulling the cell forward. In angiogenesis, the migrating cells are essentially located at the tip of the growing blood vessels which correspond to the sprouts. The tip cells migrate to progress through the tissue and strongly interact with the matrix by forming adhesions to probe the environment and to move in an appropriate direction by producing a traction force [13]. The stalk cells mainly proliferate to form the lumen and the level of interaction with the matrix is less important since these cells preferentially bind together (rather than to the matrix) and are mainly pulled forward by the tip cell [15]. The traction force on the matrix is thus reduced at the level of the stalk cells. We therefore consider in our model that traction forces are exerted locally by one single cell or by a small number of cells, those forming the sprout.

We assume, to make it simple, that only the tip of the sprout is contracting. Each cell generates a dipole-like contractile force $F$ on the matrix oriented in the direction of the sprout growth (Fig. 1). We further assume that the intensity of this force, that we define with the parameter $\tau$, is constant.

In order to describe the mechanical forces distributed throughout the space as the vessels grow, it is required to locate each individual sprout in the domain. This can be done by discretizing the equation (2.2) using the scheme originally proposed in [2], so as to transform this equation into a probabilistic equation.
for individual cell migration. The direction for migration is then determined by a set of probabilities derived from the original continuous equation and integrating the contributions of the different terms.

2.3.2. Mechanical equilibrium

In most existing model for vasculogenesis (or in vitro angiogenesis), cell tractions are considered as internal forces of a cell-matrix viscoelastic continuum [16, 23, 26, 27]. In the model that we propose, we consider cell tractions as external forces applied on the matrix since only few cells, those located in the sprouts, generate such forces. Due to the small amount of contributing cells and to their sparse distribution on the matrix, matrix and cells cannot be treated as a continuum any more. Therefore, the mechanical equilibrium of the forces applied on the matrix implies that the internal elastic force, due the matrix fibres, balances the two external forces which are the cell traction on the matrix, where $e$ is a vector for the force direction, and a body force reflecting the attachment of the fibres to the rest of the tissue. This force is modulated by the attachment parameter $s$ and depends on the matrix displacement $u$ [27]. The force balance equation is given by the divergence of the stress tensor $\sigma$ accounting for the internal forces in the matrix equals to the total external forces (prescribing zero-flux conditions on the domain boundary), that is:

$$\nabla \cdot \sigma = \tau_{n,j} e + \frac{s u}{f}$$

The extracellular matrix is usually described as a viscoelastic material. The elastic property is attributed to the fibres which have the ability to resist the pulling forces of the cells by exerting an elastic restoring force, whereas the viscous property is attributed to the liquid component of the matrix. In this model, we chose to ignore the viscous component to consider the matrix as a pure elastic material. We will restore the viscous component in a further improved model. The elastic stress tensor is thus given by:

$$\sigma = \frac{E(f)}{1 + \nu} \left( \varepsilon + \frac{\nu}{1 - 2\nu} \theta I \right)$$

where $\theta = \nabla \cdot u$ is the dilation, $\nu$ is the Poisson’s ratio and $E(f)$ is the Young’s modulus. As the cells degrade the fibres, the rigidity of the matrix is altered (noting that the fibres degradation is never total in our simulations). We reflect this fact with a linear dependency of the Young’s modulus with the concentration of fibres in the matrix $E(f) = \kappa f$. 

---

**Figure 1.** The cell traction is represented by a dipole-like force oriented along the cell main axis which corresponds to the direction of migration. The rods represents the matrix fibres, although we do not describe them explicitly in this model.
2.3.3. Matrix displacements

Development of equation (2.6) gives:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial \sigma_{xx}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \sigma_{xy}}{\partial y} &= \frac{su}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_x \\
\frac{\partial \sigma_{xy}}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \sigma_{yy}}{\partial y} &= \frac{sv}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_y
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.8)

(2.9)

where \(u\) and \(v\) are respectively the horizontal and vertical components of the matrix displacement and \(e_x\) and \(e_y\) designate the orientation of the \(n_{i,j}\) cells for each equation, that is along the \(x\)-axis and \(y\)-axis respectively. According to eq. (2.7), we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_{xx} &= \tilde{E}_f [\varepsilon_{xx} + \tilde{\nu} (\varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{yy})] \\
\sigma_{xy} &= \tilde{E}_f \varepsilon_{xy} \\
\sigma_{yy} &= \tilde{E}_f [\varepsilon_{yy} + \tilde{\nu} (\varepsilon_{xx} + \varepsilon_{yy})] \\
\sigma_{yx} &= \tilde{E}_f \varepsilon_{yx}
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.10)

(2.11)

(2.12)

(2.13)

\(\tilde{E}_f = E_f (1 + \nu)\) and \(\tilde{\nu} = \frac{\nu}{1 - 2\nu}\)

From now on, we further drop the tildes for clarity.

Since,

\[
\varepsilon = \begin{pmatrix} \varepsilon_{xx} & \varepsilon_{xy} \\ \varepsilon_{yx} & \varepsilon_{yy} \end{pmatrix} = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right) \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} \right)
\]  

(2.14)

the expressions used to calculate the horizontal and vertical displacements of the extracellular matrix can now be derived.

\textit{Equation for the displacement }\(u\)

From eq. (2.8), we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( E_f (1 + \nu) \varepsilon_{xx} + E_f \nu \varepsilon_{yy} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( E_f \varepsilon_{xy} \right) &= \frac{su}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_x \\
E_f (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \varepsilon_{xx} + E_f \nu \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x \partial y} + E_f \nu \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y \partial x} + E_f \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right) &= \frac{su}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_x
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.15)

\textit{Equation for the displacement }\(v\)

From eq. (2.9), we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( E_f \varepsilon_{xy} \right) + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( E_f (1 + \nu) \varepsilon_{yy} + E_f \nu \varepsilon_{xx} \right) &= \frac{sv}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_y \\
E_f (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} + (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \varepsilon_{yy} + E_f \nu \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x \partial y} + E_f \nu \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y \partial x} + E_f \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} \right) &= \frac{sv}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_y
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.16)
\[
E_f (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial y^2} + (1 + \nu) \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial \partial v}{\partial y} + E_f \nu \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x \partial y} + \nu \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial u}{\partial y} + \frac{E_f}{2} \left( \frac{\partial^2 u}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 v}{\partial x^2} \right) \\
+ \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial E_f}{\partial f} \frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial x} = \frac{s_0}{f} + \tau n_{i,j} e_y
\]

The developed elliptic equations (2.15) and (2.16) are then solved using a Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) method with zero-flux conditions at the boundaries [43] (see appendix A for details). We first solve \( u(x,y) \) and \( v(x,y) \) in the \( x \)-direction on the first half of the simulation time step \((t \rightarrow t + \Delta t/2)\) and in the \( y \)-direction on the second half of the timestep \((t + \Delta t/2 \rightarrow t + \Delta t)\). In order to locate individually each of the sprouts, we track down the displacements of the cells using the discrete stochastic model for cell migration.

### 2.4. Discrete stochastic model for individual cell migration

#### 2.4.1. Discretization of the general equation

The displacement of each individual cell, located at the tip of each growing sprout, is obtained from the discretized form of equation (2.2) whose general expression is equivalent to:

\[
\frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = A \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x^2} + B \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial y^2} + C \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x \partial y} + D \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} + E \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} + F n
\]

where \( A, B, C, D, E, \) and \( F \) are coefficients that we need to determine. Discretization of equation (2.17), using a centred Euler finite difference approximation for space and a forward scheme for time, gives:

\[
\frac{n_{i,j}^{t+\Delta t} - n_{i,j}^{t}}{\Delta t} = A \frac{n_{i+1,j}^{t} - 2n_{i,j}^{t} + n_{i-1,j}^{t}}{(\Delta x)^2} \\
+ B \frac{n_{i,j+1}^{t} - 2n_{i,j}^{t} + n_{i,j-1}^{t}}{(\Delta y)^2} \\
+ C \frac{n_{i+1,j+1}^{t} - n_{i+1,j-1}^{t} - n_{i-1,j+1}^{t} + n_{i-1,j-1}^{t}}{4\Delta x \Delta y} \\
+ D \frac{n_{i+1,j}^{t} - n_{i-1,j}^{t}}{2\Delta x} \\
+ E \frac{n_{i,j+1}^{t} - n_{i,j-1}^{t}}{2\Delta y} \\
+ F n_{i,j}^{t}
\]

That we can also write:

\[
n_{i,j}^{t+\Delta t} = P_0 n_{i,j}^{t} + P_1 n_{i+1,j}^{t} + P_2 n_{i-1,j}^{t} + P_3 n_{i,j+1}^{t} + P_4 n_{i,j-1}^{t} + P_5 n_{i+1,j+1}^{t} + P_6 n_{i-1,j-1}^{t} + P_7 n_{i+1,j-1}^{t} + P_8 n_{i-1,j+1}^{t}
\]

The displacement of the cell is determined by the following set of coefficients \( P_k \) which relate to the probability for the cell to move in one of the 8 possible directions of the 2D grid (Fig. 2):
\[ P_0 = 1 - \frac{2\Delta t}{(\Delta x)^2} A - \frac{2\Delta t}{(\Delta y)^2} B + \Delta t F \]  
(2.20)

\[ P_1 = \frac{\Delta t}{(\Delta x)^2} A + \frac{\Delta t}{2\Delta x} D \]  
(2.21)

\[ P_2 = \frac{\Delta t}{(\Delta x)^2} A - \frac{\Delta t}{2\Delta x} D \]  
(2.22)

\[ P_3 = \frac{\Delta t}{(\Delta y)^2} B + \frac{\Delta t}{2\Delta y} E \]  
(2.23)

\[ P_4 = \frac{\Delta t}{(\Delta y)^2} B - \frac{\Delta t}{2\Delta y} E \]  
(2.24)

\[ P_5 = P_6 = \frac{\Delta t}{4\Delta x\Delta y} C \]  
(2.25)

\[ P_7 = P_8 = -\frac{\Delta t}{4\Delta x\Delta y} C \]  
(2.26)

The probability coefficients \( P_k \) are evaluated from the chemotactic, haptotactic and strain-biased diffusion terms of equation (2.2).

The probability to move in one particular direction \( k \) is given by the corresponding coefficient \( P_k \). \( P_0 \) which is the non-movement probability, is not indicated. The cell either occupies a horizontal segment (middle graph) or vertical segment (right graph) of the 2D simulation grid. The cell is also polarized and cannot move back.

**Figure 2.** Representation of the 8 possible directions for cell displacement (left graph). The probability to move in one particular direction \( k \) is given by the corresponding coefficient \( P_k \). \( P_0 \) which is the non-movement probability, is not indicated. The cell either occupies a horizontal segment (middle graph) or vertical segment (right graph) of the 2D simulation grid. The cell is also polarized and cannot move back.

### 2.4.2. Derivation of each term

**Chemotactic term**

\[
\nabla \cdot (\chi(c)n \nabla c) = \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \chi(c)n \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right] + \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left[ \chi(c)n \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right] \\
= \left[ -\frac{\alpha \chi}{(1 + \alpha c)^2} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right] + \chi \left[ \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial y^2} \right] n \\
+ \frac{\chi}{1 + \alpha c} \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} + \frac{\chi}{1 + \alpha c} \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} 
\]  
(2.27)
Haptotactic term

\[ \rho \nabla \cdot (n \nabla f) = \rho \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left( n \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \right) + \rho \frac{\partial}{\partial y} \left( n \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \right) \]

\[ = \rho \left[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} + n \left( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial y^2} \right) \right] \]

(2.28)

Strain-biased diffusion term

\[ \nabla \cdot (D(\varepsilon)n) = D(\varepsilon)\nabla n + n \nabla \cdot [D(\varepsilon)] \]

\[ \nabla \cdot [\nabla \cdot (D(\varepsilon)n)] = D_0 (2 + \varepsilon_d) \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x^2} + D_0 (2 - \varepsilon_d) \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial y^2} + 2D_0 \varepsilon_s \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x \partial y} \]

\[ + 2D_0 \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial y} \right) \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} - 2D_0 \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial x} \right) \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} \]

\[ + D_0 \left( \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_d}{\partial x^2} - \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_s}{\partial x \partial y} + 2 \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_s}{\partial x \partial y} \right) n \]

(2.29)

with \( \varepsilon_d = \varepsilon_{xx} - \varepsilon_{yy} \) and \( \varepsilon_s = 2\varepsilon_{xy} = 2\varepsilon_{yx} \)

2.4.3 Identification of the probability coefficients \( P_k \)

The development of the continuous equation (2.2) on a 2D domain gives:

\[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial t} = D_0 (2 + \varepsilon_d) \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x^2} + D_0 (2 - \varepsilon_d) \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial y^2} + 2D_0 \varepsilon_s \frac{\partial^2 n}{\partial x \partial y} \]

\[ + \left[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial y} \right) - \frac{1}{1 + \alpha c} \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right] \frac{\partial n}{\partial x} \]

\[ - \left[ \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial x} \right) + \frac{1}{1 + \alpha c} \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right] \frac{\partial n}{\partial y} \]

\[ + D_0 \left( \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_d}{\partial x^2} - \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_s}{\partial x \partial y} + 2 \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_s}{\partial x \partial y} \right) n \]

\[ + \frac{\alpha \chi}{(1 + \alpha c)^2} \left[ \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right] n - \frac{\chi}{1 + \alpha c} \left( \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial y^2} \right) n \]

\[ - \rho \left( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial y^2} \right) n \]

(2.30)

We now identify the coefficients of equation (2.17) with this resulting equation (2.30) to evaluate the migration probabilities \( P_k \):

\[ P_0 = 1 - 2D_0 \Delta t \left[ \frac{2 + \varepsilon_d}{(\Delta x)^2} + \frac{2 - \varepsilon_d}{(\Delta y)^2} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_d}{\partial x^2} + \frac{1}{2} \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_d}{\partial y^2} - \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon_s}{\partial x \partial y} \right] \]

\[ + \frac{\alpha \chi \Delta t}{(1 + \alpha c)^2} \left[ \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right] - \frac{\chi \Delta t}{1 + \alpha c} \left( \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 c}{\partial y^2} \right) \]

\[ - \rho \Delta t \left( \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial x^2} + \frac{\partial^2 f}{\partial y^2} \right) \]

(2.31)
\[ P_1 = \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{(\Delta x)^2} (2 + \varepsilon_d) + \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{\Delta x} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial y} \right) \]
\[ - \frac{\chi}{(1 + \alpha c)} \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta x} \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} - \rho \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta x} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \]  
(2.32)

\[ P_2 = \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{(\Delta x)^2} (2 + \varepsilon_d) - \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{\Delta x} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial y} \right) \]
\[ + \frac{\chi}{(1 + \alpha c)} \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta x} \frac{\partial c}{\partial x} + \rho \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta x} \frac{\partial f}{\partial x} \]  
(2.33)

\[ P_3 = \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{(\Delta y)^2} (2 - \varepsilon_d) - \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{\Delta y} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial x} \right) \]
\[ - \frac{\chi}{(1 + \alpha c)} \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta y} \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} - \rho \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta y} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \]  
(2.34)

\[ P_4 = \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{(\Delta y)^2} (2 - \varepsilon_d) + \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{\Delta y} \left( \frac{\partial \varepsilon_d}{\partial y} - \frac{\partial \varepsilon_s}{\partial x} \right) \]
\[ + \frac{\chi}{(1 + \alpha c)} \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta y} \frac{\partial c}{\partial y} + \rho \frac{\Delta t}{2 \Delta y} \frac{\partial f}{\partial y} \]  
(2.35)

\[ P_5 = P_6 = \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{2 \Delta x \Delta y} \varepsilon_s \]  
(2.36)

\[ P_7 = P_8 = - \frac{D_0 \Delta t}{2 \Delta x \Delta y} \varepsilon_s \]  
(2.37)

We note that the probabilities along the diagonal directions are all equivalent and are moreover very small compared to the other orthogonal directions. We will therefore only consider cell migration along the horizontal and vertical main directions by re-normalizing the probabilities of these four directions.

### 2.5. Algorithm

Figure 3 presents the model implementation and the inter-relations between the molecular and mechanical components.

1. a few cells (sprouts) are initially positioned at some locations \((i, j)\) onto the simulation domain for which \(n_{i,j} = 1\) and 0 everywhere else (no cells);
2. enzymes \((m)\), growth factors \((c)\), and matrix fibres \((f)\) concentrations are then updated (by solving eq.\((2.3),(2.4),(2.5)\)) since their production / consumption / degradation depend on the presence of “active” cells (i.e. the sprouts);
3. the Young modulus \(E(f)\) can be updated since it directly depends on the matrix fibres concentration \((f)\);
4. traction forces \((\tau_{ni,j} e)\) are applied at specific locations on the extracellular matrix identified by the cells positions \(n_{i,j} = 1\) and cells orientations \(e\);
5. matrix displacements \(u\) and \(v\) can be calculated (from eq.\((2.15)\) and \((2.16)\)) based on the updated matrix rigidity and traction forces;
6. strains \((\varepsilon)\) in the matrix are directly derived from those displacements with eq.\((2.14)\);
7. cell migration probabilities in eq. (2.31) to (2.37) are evaluated from the contributions of the molecular and mechanical components;

8. finally, the new cell positions are updated.

**Important remark:** In this paper, we use arbitrary units. We make no attempt to link our parameters (Young’s modulus, cell traction force intensity, etc.) and simulated variables (fibre density, cell velocity, matrix deformations, etc.) to known values. Our aim, at this stage, is to qualitatively appreciate the contribution of the various mechanisms. This appreciation is therefore purely relative from one measurement to another. All parameters used for the simulations are given in appendix B.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Consequence of the mechanical input on angiogenesis

In these simulations we want to test the contribution of mechanical cues, specifically the cell sensitivity to the strains in the matrix generated by the traction forces developed by the migrating cells themselves. Simulations are performed for different values of the traction force coefficient $\tau$. 
For each values of $\tau$ one hundred simulations are performed. As initial condition, we consider a homogeneous distribution of matrix fibres and a steady state gradient of growth factors corresponding to the solution of the diffusion equation with a virtual tumour source located on the right hand side of the simulation domain. Five sprouts are initiated at the opposite side of the domain. For the sake of simplicity, growth factors diffusion is then neglected in the simulations ($D_c = 0$), since we focus on its chemoattracting property rather than on its full dynamics. Each simulation stops when there are no more sprouts (sprouts disappear when they hit a boundary or when they anastomose with another sprout or vessel). The one hundred simulated vascular networks are then superimposed using a colour code to highlight the density of the trajectories in the domain (Fig. 4A). Figure 4 presents the simulation results, where for each value of the parameter $\tau$, one example of a characteristic vascular network is shown (Fig. 4B) with its corresponding matrix degradation map (Fig. 4C).

We observe that, as the cell traction force increases, the vascular networks become more "organised", in the sense that the vessels are less tortuous and the density of vessels is lower. However this is true up to $\tau = 20e4$ above which the vascular networks cannot form any more. The vascular network formation is accompanied by the degradation of the matrix due to the migrating endothelial cells. The size of the surface affected by proteases degradation is bigger when the cells moves more randomly since they explore a larger surface and this happens when cells are not directed by the mechanical cues ($\tau = 0$). This effect has been quantified over 100 simulations for each value of the traction force intensity $\tau$ and the results are presented in Figure 5. We observe that when the cell traction force is not considered ($\tau = 0$), almost 20% of the matrix surface is degraded above 30% of its original density. Even when the traction force is weak ($\tau = 10e4$), differences in the degradation profile are already visible with less than 10% of the matrix surface degraded above 30%. For a traction force intensity above $\tau = 20e4$ the matrix degradation level does not exceed 20% any more and the formation of a functional vascular network is strongly impeded.

Figure 6 presents some characteristics of the vascular networks measured from 100 simulations for each case. Specifically the network length, the number of anastomoses and branches are represented. As the cell traction forces exerted on the extracellular matrix increases the total network length decreases with less branches formed and therefore less connections between branches which corresponds to the anastomosis process. Since the number of anastomoses is strongly related to the number of branches formed, the ratio of these two numbers is also plotted and highlight two phases: first, a decrease of this ratio indicates that more branches are formed than loops and from $\tau = 20e4$ an increase of the ratio above 1, indicates that there are more loops than branches since the vessels fold on themselves and lose the ability to branch. Loops are required to allow the blood to flow through the vessels. However, too many loops impede the efficiency of the blood flow since they are the cause of aberrant and tortuous tumour vascular networks [36]. So the number of branches should ideally equilibrate with the number of loops with an optimum ratio to get a functional network. The network is functional as long as the number of branches is higher than the number of loops, since two branches should meet to make one loop.

In this first series of simulations, it is difficult to isolate the mechanical effects on the resulting vascular structure since the gradient of growth factors is also playing a part in stimulating the formation of branches in a spatially non-homogeneous way.

In order to avoid this constraint, we removed the spatial distribution of growth factor so that the formation of branches is spatially homogeneously stimulated. This implies that the network is not growing directionally any more toward a target such as a tumour. So this next series of simulations is a case study which is not directly related to a biological reality but that we use to highlight in a better way the effects of the integration of the mechanical aspects.
Figure 4. Simulations of network growth. (A) 100 superimposed networks, where the colour code indicates the number of trajectories that passes through each segment of the grid; (B) representative networks for each value of the parameter $\tau$ and (C) their corresponding matrix degradation map (% degraded).
Figure 5. Mean ratio of the surface degraded at the different levels of degradation from low (red) to high (blue) for different values of the cell traction force $\tau$. Mean values are evaluated from 100 simulations.

Figure 6. Evolutions of the mean network length, mean number of anastomoses and mean number of branches as a function of the traction force intensity (grey curves). The dotted red and green curves represent the maximum and minimum values respectively obtained over 100 simulations for each point.

We reproduce the simulations realised in the first series by removing the gradient of growth factor which means that the chemotactic cue is removed (which is also equivalent to $\chi = 0$). However we keep a homogeneous distribution of this growth factor so as to stimulate the formation of branches in a spatially homogeneous way: the probability for a vessel to make a branch is the same everywhere in the simulation domain.
Since there is no gradient to lead the vessels growth direction, the initial sprouts are placed one in each quarter of the domain with alternate orientations so as to favour a homogeneous exploration of the environment (Fig. 7).

Figure 7. Positions and orientations of the initial sprouts for the two series of simulations corresponding to figure 4 (upper panel) and to figure 8 (lower panel). Three consecutive times of the simulations for $\tau = 10^4$ are shown. The red spots correspond to the sprouts.

As in the first series, 100 simulations are performed for each values of the traction force coefficient $\tau$. The structures generated are superimposed to visualize the spatial density of the cell trajectories in the simulation domain (Fig. 8A). As previously, an example of the structure generated for each case is presented (Fig. 8B) with its corresponding degradation map (Fig. 8C).

The simulation results presented in Figure 8 show that as the cell traction force increases from $\tau = 0$ to $20^4$, the vessels become more rectilinear and the density of the generated structure decreases as attested by the degradation profile (Fig. 9) and the decrease of the total network length (Fig. 10, top graph). As in the first series, above the same value of the traction force ($\tau > 20^4$) no connected structures can be generated any more. The cell migration is tortuous again and loops are formed before the vessels had time to branch (Fig. 10).

This second series of simulations confirms that the cell traction force can be both an organizing force to generate well structured networks or a disruptive force when its intensity is too strong. We note that the intensity of $\tau$ is translated into a strain on the matrix. This strain is contributing in the probability coefficients for migration. If $\tau$ is too high, the strain is also high and the cell is "trapped" in the strain field in a small perimeter around the tip cell as if the cell was self-attracted, hence the loop kills the sprout before it had time to branch and this prevents the formation of a network.

3.2. Cell sensitivity to the mechanical environment

In the following simulations we aim to decipher the contributions of the two main mechanical parameters in this model which are the traction force intensity ($\tau$) of the cell as it migrates and the rigidity (Young’s modulus $E$) of the fibre matrix.
Figure 8. Simulations of network growth. (A) 100 superimposed networks, where the colour code indicates the number of trajectories that passes through each pixel; (B) representative networks for each value of the parameter $\tau$ and (C) their corresponding matrix degradation map (% degraded).
Figure 9. Mean ratio of the surface degraded at the different levels of degradation from low (red) to high (blue) for different values of the cell traction force $\tau$. Mean values are evaluated from 100 simulations.

Figure 10. Evolutions of the mean network length, mean number of anastomoses and mean number of branches as a function of the traction force intensity (grey curves). The dotted red and green curves represent the maximum and minimum values respectively obtained over 100 simulations for each point.

3.2.1. Influence of the matrix rigidity

In the simulations previously made, the migrating cells were allowed to degrade the fibre matrix. The degraded surface could be vast and profound, above 30% of the initial fibre matrix density. Although it is clear from those results that the traction force intensity influences the cell migration and the resulting structures (vascular network), it is not yet clear if changes in the matrix rigidity are also playing a role.

We made a series of new simulations where a single cell is placed at the centre of the domain. The matrix fibre density is homogeneous and there are no sources of growth factors, which means there is no chemoattraction. The cell is, this time, not allowed to degrade the matrix ($\gamma = 0$), so there is no haptotaxis either. The cell migrates randomly and it cannot divide to form branches. We record the
cell trajectory and measure the tortuosity and velocity of this trajectory for different matrix rigidities (Young’s modulus $E$) and different cell traction force intensities ($\tau$). One hundreds trajectories are simulated for each ($E, \tau$) couple.

The tortuosity index is calculated as the ratio between the length of the straight line from the starting to arrival points (when the cell hits one boundary of the domain) and the total length of the trajectory. This means that an index equals to one corresponds to a perfectly straight trajectory. The smaller the index, the more tortuous the trajectory. The mean cell velocity therefore corresponds to the total length of the trajectory divided by the time it takes to go all over it.

Figure 11 confirms that the traction force intensity has an impact on the characteristics of the trajectories. Specifically, the upper graph shows that, as the traction force intensity increases, the velocity of the trajectories increases significantly. The tortuosity of the trajectories is also impacted (lower graph) with a higher tortuosity index, indicating more directed trajectories for a smaller traction force intensity. However the decrease in the tortuosity index is not significantly different for $\tau = 5e5$ and $\tau = 10e5$ where it saturates around the value of 0.10 (this saturation value is related to the size of the domain).

Interestingly, small velocities are associated with more rectilinear trajectories, which is somehow counter-intuitive. We would expect that changing trajectories would cost more in time than keeping the same direction. In this case, it appears that the environmental constraints (strains) prevent the cell from changing direction (i.e. the probability for no movement $P_0$ is selected more often), so the resulting directed trajectory is not the “easiest” path but the most constrained. In other words it can be seen as an impeded trajectory, whereas the most random trajectories are constraint-free and more rapid.

We then evaluate the influence of changes in the matrix rigidity (Young’s modulus, $E$) by selecting a range of rigidity values compatible with a degradation depth of about 30%. (since $E$ linearly depends on the density of matrix fibres, it is altered in the same proportion. A fibres degradation of 30% approximatively corresponds to a change in $E$ from 15 to 10). The influence of changes in $E$ is quite small especially on the velocity. Only a slight decrease of the velocity is observed as $E$ increases in the range of considered values. The effect of the changes in $E$ are the most important for the tortuosity index corresponding to a traction force intensity $\tau = 2e5$. In this case, the trajectories are even more directed with increasing rigidity, although the standard deviation from the mean value is high. The most directed trajectories are observed for the couple of parameters $(E, \tau) = (15, 2e5)$.

Since the effect the matrix rigidity is most prominent for $\tau = 2e5$, the spectre of rigidity values has been extended for this specific traction force intensity. Figure 12 shows that the velocity remains high and almost constant from $E = 0.001$ to 1 and then decreases sharply from $E = 1$ to 100. Effects on the tortuosity are located in the same range for $E$, but with a biphasic evolution. The tortuosity first increases for $E = 1$ to 10 and then decreases for $E = 10$ to 100. However from figure 11, we know that the tortuosity index is even higher for $E = 15$. This means that the maximum is somewhere between $E = 15$ and $E = 100$.

3.2.2. Consequence on the matrix deformations

For each couple of parameters $(E, \tau)$ we simulated the matrix deformations (strains) for a single non-migrating cell placed horizontally (i.e. oriented along $x$) in the centre of the simulation domain. The graphs presented in Figure 13, exhibit the maximum strain measured ($\varepsilon_{xx}$) as a function of $E$ (or $\log E$). First, the maximum strain decreases as the matrix rigidity $E$ increases. Second, the maximum strain increases as the cell traction force intensity $\tau$ increases. These two facts are coherent with known experimental data [22]. On the wider range of rigidities, we observe that the matrix deformation
saturates to their highest value for very compliant matrices (no resistance to the deformation). Then the deformation starts to decrease with increasing rigidity (increased resistance to deformation).

We note that the highest velocity for cell migration correspond to the highest strain. But this high deformation does not enhance directionality in cell migration (low tortuosity index).

3.3. Conclusion

Our results show that acting on the mechanics can significantly alter cell migration and angiogenesis. First, there is a limited range of traction force intensities for which a vascular network can be obtained. Second, the matrix rigidity plays a role, but only in a very specific range, compatible with the underlying biological process. Moreover changes of about 30% in the rigidity, which correspond to the alteration due to cell degradation, are too small to induce significant changes in cell migration trajectories (in terms of persistence of the migrating direction and velocity). Which means that in its actual form our model probably underestimates the mechanical importance of matrix degradation.
4. Discussion

In this paper, we proposed a new hybrid model of angiogenesis which integrates mechanical aspects, including the cell traction force, the changing (time-dependent) mechanical properties of the matrix considering a non constant Young’s modulus and the matrix deformations. At this stage, our aim was to determine if mechanics had an influence on angiogenesis with regards to the other molecular chemotactic and haptotactic processes and, if so, in what way.

For that, we first simulated angiogenesis, for different values of the cell traction force and showed that mechanics affects the structure of the resulting vascular network. For an increasing traction force, we found that the density of the vascular network decreases as observed by [4] and the vessels are also more rectilinear. The resulting vasculature appears more structured, but if the traction force is too high, no networks are able to form. We then looked more closely at the influence of the matrix rigidity (Young’s modulus) in a range of values that allows to assess the differences induced by the degradation with changes in rigidity of about 30%. This influence is evaluated on the tortuosity index (or persistence) and velocity of the trajectories. The role of the rigidity appears limited for small changes in $E$, but still compatible with known experimental data [22], since the increased matrix rigidity indeed corresponds to a slower cell velocity. We had to subsequently change the range of values of $E$ to observe clear differences...
Figure 13. Maximum strain (%) depending on the Young’s modulus simulated for a single cell for the three traction forces intensities $\tau = 2e5, 5e5, 10e5$ (upper graph). Maximum strain (%) for a traction force intensity $\tau = 2e5$ for a larger range of rigidity. The blue strip highlights the zone of values corresponding to the upper graph for $\tau = 2e5$. 

In this study, we considered arbitrary units, for all the parameters and variables, making no attempts to correlate those with real quantitative data. However, if we did (and we intend to do it in a very near future), it would be possible to identify optimum couples of parameters $(E, \tau)$ required to obtain given angiogenic patterns. But before that, many of our working assumptions will need to be revised and improved at the light of the most recent knowledge. The model was built from other existing models and the many terms were integrated as such. Other terms were also very crudely incorporated.

- In particular, the relationship between the Young’s modulus and the fibre density which is purely linear needs to be better adjusted: $E$ does not exclusively depend on the fibres and it is required to account for limiting effects (for very high and very low fibre densities).
- To simplify the model equations, we considered an elastic matrix instead of a viscoelastic one which is more realistic to describe tissue behaviours.
The traction force intensity is considered constant but this is clearly not the case. It is well known that the cell adjusts its pulling force on the matrix to the rigidity [22]. For example, [41] considered a mechanosensing variable to adjust the traction stress to the ECM density.

We could also test another diffusion tensor to better represent cell diffusive migration through the matrix.

The body force, in the mechanical equilibrium, is not really necessary. It comes from previous models describing in vitro angiogenesis experiments to account for the attachment of the matrix to the Petri dish. But in our case, although we are considering a 2D tissue, this term is not reflecting any real contributing effect and could be removed.

Last important remark, in this model cells are considered as individual entities, however we have not treated the extracellular matrix as a collection of individual fibres but rather as a continuum of varying fibre density. In this respect, the strain generated by individual cell and calculated "underneath" the cell is inaccurate since the matrix cannot be considered as a continuum at such a small scale (i.e. at the cell scale). However the strain evaluated in the small perimeter around the cell becomes acceptable. We intend to be more careful on the way the different scales are treated to describe properly the cell-matrix interaction in the sequel of this model, as this was done in models of cell migration [6,7].

"Cell traction is the most important parameter controlling the deformation of the matrix and therefore angiogenic growth and remodeling" as pointed out by [11] and confirmed by our model simulations. Thus, taking into account mechanics is crucial to better understand cell migration in tissues and specifically angiogenesis, in order to control it and to derive some new therapies. This is especially important in the current context of cancer where more and more studies contribute to show that a tight regulation of the environment could be one key to help solve the cancer issue [18, 19, 42]. The actual trend is to define new therapies that act on the tumour environment [17, 28]. One aim is to restore homeostasis so as to renormalize cancer cells and prevent or reverse cancer spreading [5].

Appendix

A. Point Successive over-relaxation (SOR) method

The point SOR method is an iterative method used to solve elliptic equations. These equations can be discretized on the grid \((i,j)\), for the general variable \(W(x, y, t)\), under the form:

\[
A_i W_{i-1,j} + B_i W_{i,j} + C_i W_{i+1,j} + E_i W_{i,j-1} + F_i W_{i,j+1} + G_{i,j} = 0 \quad (A.1)
\]

Algorithm

The algorithm consists in choosing an arbitrary initial solution and to repeat the iterations until the convergence criteria is achieved.

\[
W_T = \frac{1}{B_i} \left[ A_i W_{i-1,j} + C_i W_{i+1,j} + E_i W_{i,j-1} + F_i W_{i,j+1} + G_{i,j} \right] - W_{i,j}^{k-1}
\]

while \( \epsilon < \sqrt{\frac{|W_T|}{|W_T|^2}} \) (convergence criteria)

\[
W_{i,j} = W_{i,j}^{k-1} + \omega W_T
\]

\(\omega\) is the (over)relaxation coefficient taken between 1 and 2 (condition for convergence of the method). We take \(\omega = 1.25\). \(W_{i,j}^{k-1}\) designates the \(k-1\) (previous) virtual timestep.
B. Simulation parameters

Parameters are in arbitrary units.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Significance</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Equation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$D_0$</td>
<td>Endothelial cell diffusion</td>
<td>0.00035</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\chi$</td>
<td>Chemotactic coefficient</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho$</td>
<td>Haptotactic coefficient</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Cell sensitivity to growth factors</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_c$</td>
<td>Growth factor diffusion</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Growth factors consumption rate by cells</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Matrix degradation rate by enzymes</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_m$</td>
<td>Enzymes diffusion</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Production rate of enzymes</td>
<td>5e3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Decay rate of enzymes</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>Binding parameter of cell to the matrix</td>
<td>1e6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau$</td>
<td>Cell traction force intensity</td>
<td>$10-100e4$</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu$</td>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>Rigidity coefficient of the matrix fibres</td>
<td>$3.333-50$</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_0$</td>
<td>Initial concentration of matrix fibres</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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